Project Information Form Webinar Frequently Asked Questions

Q. Can you have more than one applicant role assigned per Project Information Form (PIF)?

A. Yes, PIF can have multiple persons assigned as an applicant representing the entity applying. Once assigned and associated with the PIF, the applicant(s) may add contributors and viewers to the PIF.

Q. Can I access the OLA if another user from my organization entered it?

A. Yes, if you have been assigned a role as an applicant, contributor, or viewer. If you need access to an application, or PIF that has been started by someone that is no longer with your organization, please reach out to us for assistance.

Q. Can a PIF be submitted by a consultant on behalf of a utility district?

A. Yes, a PIF can be submitted by a consultant, if the PIF includes applicant contact information. PIFs have been submitted by consultants in prior fiscal years.